
Week   of   08/02/21   

  
Red   Chili   Pork   &   Veggie   Tacos   with   Charro   Beans   

 
2   SERVINGS           |        HANDS   ON   TIME:    15   minutes      |       TOTAL   TIME:   35   minutes   

 
K   &   C   Cattle   Co.   Ground   Pork,   thawed   
Texas   Farm   Patch   Squash,   washed,   ends   trimmed   
Cal-Organic   Certified   Organic   Carrots,   washed,   end   trimmed,   peeled   (optional)   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Red   Chile   Sauce,   thawed   
El   Milagro   Flour   Tortillas   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Charro   Beans,   thawed   
Oil   of   choice   
Salt   and   pepper  
 
Note:    For   quicker   cleanup,   skip   the   oven   roast   and   saute   the   chopped   veggies   with   the   pork.   
Let   the   flavors   meld   as   everything   simmers   together   in   the   red   chile   sauce.     
 
STEP   1       Preheat   oven   to   425 °    F   degrees   and   arrange   oven   rack   to   middle   position   and   prepare   
the   vegetables.   Add   to   a   large   sheet   tray   and   toss   with   oil,   salt   and   pepper.   Roast   the   vegetables   
in   the   pre-heated   oven   for   10-15   minutes   or   until   tender   and   lightly   caramelized   around   the   
edges.     
 
STEP   2      Meanwhile,   place   a   large   skillet   over   medium-high   heat.   Add   oil   and   ground   pork.   
Break   the   pork   up   into   crumbles   with   a   wooden   spoon   or   spatula.   Brown   the   pork   for   5-7   
minutes   and   then   add   the   red   chile   sauce.   Turn   the   heat   to   medium-low   and   simmer   for   5-7   
minutes   until   the   sauce   slightly   reduces.   Season   with   salt   and   pepper   to   taste.   
 
STEP   3      Add   the   charro   beans   to   a   pot   and   warm   over   medium   heat,   stirring   occasionally.   
Season   with   salt   and   pepper   to   taste.   Cover   and   keep   warm   until   ready   to   serve.     
 
STEP   4     Wrap   the   tortillas   in   foil   and   warm   them   in   the   oven.   Alternatively,   toast   the   tortillas   in   
a   dry   skillet   over   medium   heat   until   pliable   and   lightly   browned,   about   10-15   seconds   per   side.   
 
STEP   5     Add   red   chili   pork   and   roasted   vegetables   to   warm   tortillas.   Serve   with   a   side   of   charro   
beans.   
 
Enjoy!     
 
 

  



Red   Chili   Pork   &   Veggie   Tacos   with   Charro   Beans   
 

4   SERVINGS           |        HANDS   ON   TIME:    15   minutes      |       TOTAL   TIME:   35   minutes   
 
K   &   C   Cattle   Co.   Ground   Pork,   thawed   
Texas   Farm   Patch   Squash,   washed,   ends   trimmed   
Cal-Organic   Certified   Organic   Carrots,   washed,   end   trimmed,   peeled   (optional)   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Red   Chile   Sauce,   thawed   
El   Milagro   Flour   Tortillas   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Charro   Beans,   thawed   
Oil   of   choice   
Salt   and   pepper  
 
Note:    For   quicker   cleanup,   skip   the   oven   roast   and   saute   the   chopped   veggies   with   the   pork.   
Let   the   flavors   meld   as   everything   simmers   together   in   the   red   chile   sauce.     
 
STEP   1       Preheat   oven   to   425 °    F   degrees   and   arrange   oven   rack   to   middle   position   and   prepare   
the   vegetables.   Chop   the   carrots   and   squash   into   half   moon   pieces,   about   ¼-inch   thick.   Add   to   
a   large   sheet   tray   and   toss   with   oil,   salt   and   pepper.   Roast   the   vegetables   in   the   pre-heated   oven   
for   10-15   minutes   or   until   tender   and   lightly   caramelized   around   the   edges.     
 
STEP   2      Meanwhile,   place   a   large   skillet   over   medium-high   heat.   Add   oil   and   ground   pork.   
Break   the   pork   up   into   crumbles   with   a   wooden   spoon   or   spatula.   Brown   the   pork   for   5-7   
minutes   and   then   add   the   red   chile   sauce.   Turn   the   heat   to   medium-low   and   simmer   for   5-7   
minutes   until   the   sauce   slightly   reduces.   Season   with   salt   and   pepper   to   taste.   
 
STEP   3      Add   the   charro   beans   to   a   pot   and   warm   over   medium   heat,   stirring   occasionally.   
Season   with   salt   and   pepper   to   taste.   Cover   and   keep   warm   until   ready   to   serve.     
 
STEP   4     Wrap   the   tortillas   in   foil   and   warm   them   in   the   oven.   Alternatively,   toast   the   tortillas   in   
a   dry   skillet   over   medium   heat   until   pliable   and   lightly   browned,   about   10-15   seconds   per   side.   
 
STEP   5     Add   red   chili   pork   and   roasted   vegetables   to   warm   tortillas.   Serve   with   a   side   of   charro   
beans.   
 
Enjoy!     
 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



STORAGE   &   PROCEDURE   TIPS      INGREDIENTS   BEST   USED   WITHIN   5   DAYS  
     

Ground   Pork   -   Keep   frozen   until   24-48   hrs   before   ready   to   use.   Thaw   in   a   bowl   in   the   
refrigerator   overnight.   
 
Red   Chile   Sauce   -   If   using   within   3   days,   store   in   the   refrigerator.   Otherwise,   freeze   up   to   1   
month.     
(Ingredients:   roasted   onions,   roasted   garlic,   tomatoes,   guajillo   chili,   ancho   chile   powder,   cumin,   cinnamon,   
oregano,   allspice,   chicken   stock,   red   wine   vinegar,   salt,   pepper)   
 
Carrots    -   Remove   top   greens,   if   any.   Store   carrots   in   the   crisper   drawer   of   the   refrigerator,   and   
use   within   5   days.   
 
Squash    -   Store   in   a   plastic   bag   in   the   crisper   drawer   of   the   refrigerator.   Use   within   5   days.   
 
Charro   Beans   -   If   using   within   3   days,   store   in   the   refrigerator.   Otherwise,   freeze   up   to   1   month.     
(Ingredients:   pinto   beans,   onion,   roasted   garlic,   tomato,   cilantro,   cumin,   chicken   stock,   salt,   pepper)   

  
Flour   Tortillas   -   If   not   using   immediately,   store   in   the   refrigerator.   Use   within   5   days.   
 
*Contains   gluten   inclusive   ingredients.   
**Prepared   in   a   facility   that   may   contain   gluten,   dairy,   egg,   nuts,   peanuts,   soy,   fish   and   
shellfish.   

  
 
 
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



Spanish   Garlic   Shrimp   &   Summer   Vegetables   
 

2   SERVINGS           |        HANDS   ON   TIME:   15   minutes      |       TOTAL   TIME:   30   minutes   
 

K   &   S   Seafood   Co.   Wild-caught   Gulf   Shrimp,   thawed   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Garlic   Sauce   
Buena   Tierra   Farm   Potatoes,   washed   and   scrubbed   
Texas   Farm   Patch   Yellow   Squash,   washed,   ends   trimmed   
Signature   Organic   Red   Bell   Pepper,   washed,   stem   and   seeds   discarded   
J   &   B   Farm   Green   Beans,   washed,   ends   trimmed   
Sespe   Creek   Organic   Eureka   Lemons,   washed   
Oil   of   choice   
Salt   and   pepper  
 
STEP   1       Halve   or   quarter   the   potatoes   so   they’re   all   roughly   the   same   size;   add   to   a   pot.   Fill   the   
pot   with   water,   covering   the   tops   of   the   potatoes   by   2-3   inches.   Add   1   tbsp.   salt   and   bring   to   a   
boil   over   medium-high   heat.   Cook   for   13-15   minutes   or   until   just   tender   and   easily   pierced   with   
a   fork.     
 
STEP   2      While   the   potatoes   are   boiling,   slice   the   squash   into   ¼-inch   thick   half   moons   or   
rounds.   Chop   the   pepper   into   1-inch   squares.   Chop   the   green   beans   into   batons,   about   2-inches   
in   length.   Peel   and   devein   the   thawed   shrimp;   set   aside   in   the   refrigerator.   
 
STEP   3      During   the   last   3   minutes   or   so   of   cooking   the   potatoes,   add   the   green   beans   to   the   pot   
and   cook   until   bright   green   and   crisp   tender.   Remove   the   blanched   green   beans   to   a   clean   plate  
with   a   slotted   spoon   and   drain   the   potatoes   in   a   colander.   Set   vegetables   aside.   

  
STEP   4     Heat   a   large   skillet   over   medium-high   with   about   2   tbsp.   oil.   Add   boiled   potatoes   to   the   
hot   oil,   crushing   them   lightly   with   the   back   of   a   spatula.   Fry   for   about   4   minutes   until   crispy   
and   brown,   then   turn   and   brown   the   second   side.   Transfer   crispy   potatoes   to   a   clean   plate.   
 
STEP   5      Return   the   skillet   over   medium   heat,   adding   1-2   tbsp.   more   oil   to   coat   the   pan   if   
needed.   Add   the   blanched   green   beans,   peppers   and   squash.   Season   with   salt   and   pepper,   and   
saute   for   2-3   minutes   until   lightly   browned.   Next,   add   the   shrimp   and   garlic   sauce.   Saute   for   
about   5   minutes   or   until   the   shrimp   are   cooked   through.   The   shrimp   will   become   opaque,   
turning   an   orange/pink   color,   and   have   an   internal   temperature   of   145 ° F.   Season   with   fresh   
squeezed   lemon   juice,   salt   and   pepper   to   taste.   
 
STEP   6      Serve   the   Spanish   garlic   shrimp   and   summer   vegetables   over   crispy   smashed   potatoes.   
 
Enjoy!   
 
 
 
 

  



Spanish   Garlic   Shrimp   &   Summer   Vegetables   
 

4   SERVINGS           |        HANDS   ON   TIME:   15   minutes      |       TOTAL   TIME:   30   minutes   
 

K   &   S   Seafood   Co.   Wild-caught   Gulf   Shrimp,   thawed   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Garlic   Sauce   
Buena   Tierra   Farm   Potatoes,   washed   and   scrubbed   
Texas   Farm   Patch   Yellow   Squash,   washed,   ends   trimmed   
Signature   Organic   Red   Bell   Pepper,   washed,   stem   and   seeds   discarded   
J   &   B   Farm   Green   Beans,   washed,   ends   trimmed   
Sespe   Creek   Organic   Eureka   Lemons,   washed   
Oil   of   choice   
Salt   and   pepper  
 
STEP   1       Halve   or   quarter   the   potatoes   so   they’re   all   roughly   the   same   size;   add   to   a   pot.   Fill   the   
pot   with   water,   covering   the   tops   of   the   potatoes   by   2-3   inches.   Add   1   tbsp.   salt   and   bring   to   a   
boil   over   medium-high   heat.   Cook   for   13-15   minutes   or   until   just   tender   and   easily   pierced   with   
a   fork.     
 
STEP   2      While   the   potatoes   are   boiling,   slice   the   squash   into   ¼-inch   thick   half   moons   or   
rounds.   Chop   the   pepper   into   1-inch   squares.   Chop   the   green   beans   into   batons,   about   2-inches   
in   length.   Peel   and   devein   the   thawed   shrimp;   set   aside   in   the   refrigerator.   
 
STEP   3      During   the   last   3   minutes   or   so   of   cooking   the   potatoes,   add   the   green   beans   to   the   pot   
and   cook   until   bright   green   and   crisp   tender.   Remove   the   blanched   green   beans   to   a   clean   plate  
with   a   slotted   spoon   and   drain   the   potatoes   in   a   colander.   Set   vegetables   aside.   

  
STEP   4     Heat   a   large   skillet   over   medium-high   with   about   2   tbsp.   oil.   Add   boiled   potatoes   to   the   
hot   oil,   crushing   them   lightly   with   the   back   of   a   spatula.   Fry   for   about   4   minutes   until   crispy   
and   brown,   then   turn   and   brown   the   second   side.   Transfer   crispy   potatoes   to   a   clean   plate.   
 
STEP   5      Return   the   skillet   over   medium   heat,   adding   1-2   tbsp.   more   oil   to   coat   the   pan   if   
needed.   Add   the   blanched   green   beans,   peppers   and   squash.   Season   with   salt   and   pepper,   and   
saute   for   2-3   minutes   until   lightly   browned.   Next,   add   the   shrimp   and   garlic   sauce.   Saute   for   
about   5   minutes   or   until   the   shrimp   are   cooked   through.   The   shrimp   will   become   opaque,   
turning   an   orange/pink   color,   and   have   an   internal   temperature   of   145 ° F.   Season   with   fresh   
squeezed   lemon   juice,   salt   and   pepper   to   taste.   
 
STEP   6      Serve   the   Spanish   garlic   shrimp   and   summer   vegetables   over   crispy   smashed   potatoes.   
 
Enjoy!   

  
  
  
  

  



STORAGE   &   PROCEDURE   TIPS      INGREDIENTS   BEST   USED   WITHIN   5   DAYS  
     

Shrimp   -   Keep   frozen   until   24-48   hours   before   use.   Thaw   in   a   bowl   in   the   refrigerator   
overnight.   
 
Garlic   Sauce   -   Store   in   the   refrigerator.   Use   within   5   days.   
(Ingredients:   garlic,   sunflower   oil,   parsley,   dried   chile   flake,   salt,   lemon   juice)   
 
Potatoes   -   Store   in   a   paper   bag   inside   refrigerator   crisper   drawer   until   ready   to   use.   
 
Green   Beans-   Store   in   the   bag   in   which   they   came   in   the   crisper   drawer   of   the   refrigerator.   Use   
within   5   days.   
 
Squash   -   Store   in   a   plastic   bag   in   the   crisper   drawer   of   the   refrigerator.   Use   within   5   days.   
 
Peppers   -   Store   in   a   paper   bag   inside   refrigerator   crisper   drawer   until   ready   to   use.   
 
Lemon   -   If   using   within   5   days,   store   in   a   cool,   dry   place   in   the   kitchen.   Otherwise,   store   in   the   
refrigerator   until   ready   to   use.   
 
*Contains   shellfish   inclusive   ingredients.   
**Prepared   in   a   facility   that   may   contain   gluten,   dairy,   egg,   nuts,   peanuts,   soy,   fish   and   
shellfish.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



Veggie   Curry   Fried   Rice   with   Crispy   Sunny   Egg   
  

2   SERVINGS           |        HANDS   ON   TIME:    15   minutes      |       TOTAL   TIME:   35   minutes   
 
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Curry   Spice     
Lundberg   Family   Farms   Organic   White   Rice     
Gundermann   Acres   Zucchini,   washed,   ends   trimmed   
Village   Farms   Cherry   Tomatoes,   washed   
J   &   B   Farm   Green   Beans,   washed,   ends   trimmed   
Vital   Farms   Pasture-raised   Eggs   
Gundermann   Acres   Cucumbers,   washed,   ends   trimmed,   peeled   (optional)   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Cucumber   Marinade   
Oil   of   Choice   
Salt   and   Pepper   

  
Prepare   ahead   (optional):   Steam   rice   and   store   in   airtight   container   in   refrigerator.   Use   within   5   days.   

  
STEP   1       Bring   1   cup   of   water,   a   big   pinch   of   salt,   and   2   tsp.   of   oil   to   a   boil   in   a   medium   saucepan.   Once   
the   water   reaches   a   boil,   add   the   rice,   stir   once,   and   cover.   Reduce   heat   to   low   and   cook   for   20   minutes.   
After   20   minutes,   remove   from   heat   and   transfer   cooked   rice   to   a   sheet   pan   or   large   plate   and   spread   
into   a   thin   layer.   Place   the   rice   in   freezer   for   10   minutes   to   cool   and   remove   moisture.   (If   preparing   rice   
ahead,   cooling   the   rice   in   the   freezer   is   not   necessary.)   
    

STEP   2      While   the   rice   is   cooking,   prepare   the   vegetables.   Chop   the   zucchini   into   small   cubes,   about   
½-inch   pieces.   Chop   the   green   beans   into   small   batons,   about   1-inch   pieces.   Halve   the   tomatoes.   Thinly   
slice   the   cucumbers   and   combine   with   the   cucumber   marinade.   Set   aside.   
    

STEP   3      Place   a   large   saute   pan   or   wok   over   medium-high   heat.   When   the   pan   is   hot,    add   1   tbsp.   oil   to   
the   pan,   followed   by   the   green   beans.   Saute   for   2-3   minutes   until   lightly   browned   and   then   add   the   
zucchini.   Saute   for   an   additional   3   minutes   or   until   light   brown   and   crisp   tender.   Season   with   salt   and   
pepper.   Add   a   little   more   oil   to   the   pan   if   it   appears   dry,   followed   by   the   cooled   rice   and   halved   
tomatoes.   Stir   to   combine   and   then   sprinkle   with   the   curry   spice.   Continue   to   stir,   warming   the   rice   
through   and   distributing   the   seasonings.   Season   with   salt   and   pepper   to   taste.   Cover   and   set   aside   on   
low   heat   until   ready   to   serve.   

  
STEP   4     Heat   1   tbsp.   oil   in   a   non-stick   skillet   over   medium-high.   Crack   an   egg   into   the   hot   oil   and   season   
lightly   with   salt.   As   the   egg   fries,   the   white   will   begin   to   set   and   crisp   to   a   golden   brown   around   the   
edges.   Covering   with   a   lid   will   help   speed   up   the   cooking   process.   Fry   the   eggs   to   your   preference,   
flipping   them   over   or   breaking   the   yolk   if   you   prefer   the   yolks   to   be   less   runny.   Repeat   with   remaining   
egg.   

  
STEP   5      Serve   the   fried   eggs   over   the   veggie   curry   fried   rice   and   top   with   lightly   pickled   cucumbers   for   a   
bright,   crisp   contrast.     

  
Enjoy!   
 
 

  



Veggie   Curry   Fried   Rice   with   Crispy   Sunny   Egg   
  

4   SERVINGS           |        HANDS   ON   TIME:    15   minutes      |       TOTAL   TIME:   35   minutes   
 
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Curry   Spice     
Lundberg   Family   Farms   Organic   White   Rice     
Gundermann   Acres   Zucchini,   washed,   ends   trimmed   
Village   Farms   Cherry   Tomatoes,   washed   
J   &   B   Farm   Green   Beans,   washed,   ends   trimmed   
Vital   Farms   Pasture-raised   Eggs   
Gundermann   Acres   Cucumbers,   washed,   ends   trimmed,   peeled   (optional)   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Cucumber   Marinade   
Oil   of   Choice   
Salt   and   Pepper   

  
Prepare   ahead   (optional):   Steam   rice   and   store   in   airtight   container   in   refrigerator.   Use   within   5   days.   

  
STEP   1       Bring   2   cups   of   water,   a   big   pinch   of   salt,   and   1   tbsp.   of   oil   to   a   boil   in   a   medium   saucepan.   Once   
the   water   reaches   a   boil,   add   the   rice,   stir   once,   and   cover.   Reduce   heat   to   low   and   cook   for   20   minutes.   
After   20   minutes,   remove   from   heat   and   transfer   cooked   rice   to   a   sheet   pan   or   large   plate   and   spread   
into   a   thin   layer.   Place   the   rice   in   freezer   for   10   minutes   to   cool   and   remove   moisture.   (If   preparing   rice   
ahead,   cooling   the   rice   in   the   freezer   is   not   necessary.)   
    

STEP   2      While   the   rice   is   cooking,   prepare   the   vegetables.   Chop   the   zucchini   into   small   cubes,   about   
½-inch   pieces.   Chop   the   green   beans   into   small   batons,   about   1-inch   pieces.   Halve   the   tomatoes.   Thinly   
slice   the   cucumbers   and   combine   with   the   cucumber   marinade.   Set   aside.   
    

STEP   3      Place   a   large   saute   pan   or   wok   over   medium-high   heat.   When   the   pan   is   hot,    add   1   tbsp.   oil   to   
the   pan,   followed   by   the   green   beans.   Saute   for   2-3   minutes   until   lightly   browned   and   then   add   the   
zucchini.   Saute   for   an   additional   3   minutes   or   until   light   brown   and   crisp   tender.   Season   with   salt   and   
pepper.   Add   a   little   more   oil   to   the   pan   if   it   appears   dry,   followed   by   the   cooled   rice   and   halved   
tomatoes.   Stir   to   combine   and   then   sprinkle   with   the   curry   spice.   Continue   to   stir,   warming   the   rice   
through   and   distributing   the   seasonings.   Season   with   salt   and   pepper   to   taste.   Cover   and   set   aside   on   
low   heat   until   ready   to   serve.   

  
STEP   4     Heat   1   tbsp.   oil   in   a   non-stick   skillet   over   medium-high.   Crack   an   egg   into   the   hot   oil   and   season   
lightly   with   salt.   As   the   egg   fries,   the   white   will   begin   to   set   and   crisp   to   a   golden   brown   around   the   
edges.   Covering   with   a   lid   will   help   speed   up   the   cooking   process.   Fry   the   eggs   to   your   preference,   
flipping   them   over   or   breaking   the   yolk   if   you   prefer   the   yolks   to   be   less   runny.   Repeat   with   remaining   
eggs.   

  
STEP   5      Serve   the   fried   eggs   over   the   veggie   curry   fried   rice   and   top   with   lightly   pickled   cucumbers   for   a   
bright,   crisp   contrast.     

  
Enjoy!   

  
  

  



STORAGE   &   PROCEDURE   TIPS      INGREDIENTS   BEST   USED   WITHIN   5   DAYS  
     

Green   Beans    -   Store   in   the   plastic   bag   in   which   they   came   in   the   crisper   drawer   of   the   
refrigerator.   Use   within   5   days.   
 
Zucchini    -   Store   in   a   plastic   bag   in   the   crisper   drawer   of   the   refrigerator.   Use   within   5   days.   
 
Cherry   Tomatoes    -   Store   in   a   cool,   dry   place   in   the   kitchen.   Use   within   5   days.   
 
Cucumber    -   Wrap   in   a   paper   towel   and   place   in   a   plastic   bag   in   the   refrigerator.   Use   within   5   
days.   
 
White   Rice   -   Keep   in   a   cool,   dry   place   in   the   kitchen   until   ready   to   use.     
 
Cucumber   Marinade   -   Store   in   the   refrigerator.   Use   within   5   days.     
(Ingredients:   rice   wine   vinegar,   water,   jalapeno   peppers,   garlic,   sugar,   salt)   
 
Curry   Spice   -   Keep   in   a   cool,   dry   place   in   the   kitchen   until   ready   to   use.     
(Ingredients:   turmeric,   cumin,   fennel   seed,   coriander,   chile   flake,   star   anise,   black   peppercorn,   salt)   

  
Pasture-raised   Eggs   -   Store   in   the   refrigerator.   Use   within   5   days.   
 
*Contains   egg   inclusive   ingredients.   
**Prepared   in   a   facility   that   may   contain   gluten,   dairy,   egg,   nuts,   peanuts,   soy,   fish   and   
shellfish.   
 
 
 
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  



Instant   Pot   Braised   Beef   &   Basil   Pasta   
 

2   SERVINGS           |        HANDS   ON   TIME:    15   minutes      |       TOTAL   TIME:   45   minutes   
 

K   &   C   Cattle   Co.   Beef   Stew   Meat,   thawed   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Tomato   Sauce,   thawed   
Della   Casa   Pasta   Bucatini,   kept   frozen   until   immediately   before   use   
Steelbox   Farm   Eggplant,   washed,   ends   trimmed   
Steelbow   Farm   Basil,   washed   
Emadi   Acres   Arugula,   washed   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   White   Balsamic   Dressing   
Mitica   Parmesan   Cheese   
Oil   of   choice   
Salt   and   pepper   

  
Cooking   Notes:    An   electric   pressure   cooker   (Instant   Pot)   is   suggested   for   this   recipe.   The   amount   of   
time   needed   to   stew   the   meat   until   tender   will   vary   depending   on   the   appliance   brand.   If   you   prefer,   you   
can   skip   the   searing   instructions   in   Step   1.   See   back   for   alternative   slow   cooker   instructions.   

  
STEP   1      Set   the   Instant   Pot   to   the   Saute   setting.   While   it   heats,   pat   the   beef   dry   with   paper   towels.   Cut   
larger   pieces   in   half   so   that   all   pieces   are   roughly   the   same   size,   about   1-inch.   Season   with   salt   and   
pepper.   Sear   the   beef   in   oil   until   browned   on   all   sides.   Add   the   sauce   and   stir   to   combine.   Secure   the   lid   
and   move   the   valve   to   the   Sealing   setting.   Press   the   Pressure   Cook   button   and   adjust   the   time   to   25   
minutes.     

  
STEP   2      While   the   beef   is   cooking,   prepare   the   vegetables.   Wash   and   dry   the   arugula.   Pick,   wash   and   
dry   the   basil   leaves.   Chop   the   eggplant   into   small   cubes,   about   ½-inch   pieces.   Set   aside.   

  
STEP   3      When   the   timer   beeps,   let   sit   for   10   minutes   without   disturbing   to   naturally   release   pressure.   
Then,   carefully   release   the   pressure   manually   by   adjusting   the   steam   valve   to   the   Venting   setting   using   a   
long   handled   spoon.   Do   not   hold   your   hand   or   look   directly   over   the   valve.   Hot,   vigorous   steam   will   
immediately   release.   It’s   safe   to   remove   the   lid   when   the   valve   stops   hissing   and   there   is   no   more   visible   
steam.   Adjust   the   Instant   Pot   to   the   Saute   setting.   Add   the   chopped   eggplant   and   stir   to   submerge.   
Simmer   for   about   5   minutes   or   until   tender.   Season   the   braised   beef   and   eggplant   with   salt   and   pepper   
to   taste.   Stir   in   chopped   or   torn   basil   to   the   sauce.   Turn   off   the   saute   setting   and   cover   to   keep   warm.   

  
STEP   4     Bring   a   pot   of   water   to   a   boil.   When   the   water   boils,   add   1   tbsp.   salt,   followed   by   the   frozen   
pasta.   Gently   stir   to   separate.   Cook   pasta   for   3-4   minutes   until   al   dente   -   when   the   pasta   is   soft   and   
cooked   through,   but   retains   a   pleasant   chew.   If   you   prefer   a   softer   texture,   cook   for   an   additional   1-2   
minutes.   Use   a   measuring   cup   to   reserve   ½   cup   of   the   pasta   cooking   water,   then   drain   the   pasta   in   a   
colander.   

  
STEP   5      Add   the   pasta   to   the   braised   beef   and   eggplant.   As   you   stir   the   sauce   will   be   absorbed   by   the   
pasta   and   will   thicken.   Add   a   few   tablespoons   of   reserved   pasta   water   to   loosen.   Serve   the   pasta   with   a   
side   of   arugula   dressed   in   white   balsamic   dressing,   salt   and   pepper   to   taste.   Top   the   pasta   and   salad   
with   a   sprinkle   of   parmesan   cheese.   Enjoy!   
  

  



Instant   Pot   Braised   Beef   &   Basil   Pasta   
 

4   SERVINGS           |        HANDS   ON   TIME:    15   minutes      |       TOTAL   TIME:   45   minutes   
 

K   &   C   Cattle   Co.   Beef   Stew   Meat,   thawed   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   Tomato   Sauce,   thawed   
Della   Casa   Pasta   Bucatini,   kept   frozen   until   immediately   before   use   
Steelbox   Farm   Eggplant,   washed,   ends   trimmed   
Steelbow   Farm   Basil,   washed   
Emadi   Acres   Arugula,   washed   
Farmhouse   Kitchen   White   Balsamic   Dressing   
Mitica   Parmesan   Cheese   
Oil   of   choice   
Salt   and   pepper   

  
Cooking   Notes:    An   electric   pressure   cooker   (Instant   Pot)   is   suggested   for   this   recipe.   The   amount   of   
time   needed   to   stew   the   meat   until   tender   will   vary   depending   on   the   appliance   brand.   If   you   prefer,   you   
can   skip   the   searing   instructions   in   Step   1.   See   back   for   alternative   slow   cooker   instructions.   

  
STEP   1      Set   the   Instant   Pot   to   the   Saute   setting.   While   it   heats,   pat   the   beef   dry   with   paper   towels.   Cut   
larger   pieces   in   half   so   that   all   pieces   are   roughly   the   same   size,   about   1-inch.   Season   with   salt   and   
pepper.   Sear   the   beef   in   oil   until   browned   on   all   sides.   Add   the   sauce   and   stir   to   combine.   Secure   the   lid   
and   move   the   valve   to   the   Sealing   setting.   Press   the   Pressure   Cook   button   and   adjust   the   time   to   25   
minutes.     

  
STEP   2      While   the   beef   is   cooking,   prepare   the   vegetables.   Wash   and   dry   the   arugula.   Pick,   wash   and   
dry   the   basil   leaves.   Chop   the   eggplant   into   small   cubes,   about   ½-inch   pieces.   Set   aside.   

  
STEP   3      When   the   timer   beeps,   let   sit   for   10   minutes   without   disturbing   to   naturally   release   pressure.   
Then,   carefully   release   the   pressure   manually   by   adjusting   the   steam   valve   to   the   Venting   setting   using   a   
long   handled   spoon.   Do   not   hold   your   hand   or   look   directly   over   the   valve.   Hot,   vigorous   steam   will   
immediately   release.   It’s   safe   to   remove   the   lid   when   the   valve   stops   hissing   and   there   is   no   more   visible   
steam.   Adjust   the   Instant   Pot   to   the   Saute   setting.   Add   the   chopped   eggplant   and   stir   to   submerge.   
Simmer   for   about   5   minutes   or   until   tender.   Season   the   braised   beef   and   eggplant   with   salt   and   pepper   
to   taste.   Stir   in   chopped   or   torn   basil   to   the   sauce.   Turn   off   the   saute   setting   and   cover   to   keep   warm.   

  
STEP   4     Bring   a   pot   of   water   to   a   boil.   When   the   water   boils,   add   1   tbsp.   salt,   followed   by   the   frozen   
pasta.   Gently   stir   to   separate.   Cook   pasta   for   3-4   minutes   until   al   dente   -   when   the   pasta   is   soft   and   
cooked   through,   but   retains   a   pleasant   chew.   If   you   prefer   a   softer   texture,   cook   for   an   additional   1-2   
minutes.   Use   a   measuring   cup   to   reserve   ½   cup   of   the   pasta   cooking   water,   then   drain   the   pasta   in   a   
colander.   

  
STEP   5      Add   the   pasta   to   the   braised   beef   and   eggplant.   As   you   stir   the   sauce   will   be   absorbed   by   the   
pasta   and   will   thicken.   Add   a   few   tablespoons   of   reserved   pasta   water   to   loosen.   Serve   the   pasta   with   a   
side   of   arugula   dressed   in   white   balsamic   dressing,   salt   and   pepper   to   taste.   Top   the   pasta   and   salad   
with   a   sprinkle   of   parmesan   cheese.   Enjoy!   

  

  



STORAGE   &   PROCEDURE   TIPS      INGREDIENTS   BEST   USED   WITHIN   5   DAYS  
     

Beef   Stew   Meat   -   Keep   frozen   until   24-48   hours   before   use.   Thaw   in   a   bowl   in   the   refrigerator   
overnight.   
 
Tomato   Sauce   -   If   using   within   2   days,   store   in   the   refrigerator.   Otherwise,   keep   frozen   and   
thaw   in   the   refrigerator   overnight.   
(Ingredients:   onion,   carrot,   celery,   garlic,   San   Marzano   tomatoes,   beef   stock,   parmesan   cheese,   dried   thyme,   
parsley,   salt,   pepper)   
 
White   Balsamic   Dressing   -   Store   in   the   refrigerator.   Use   within   5   days.   
(Ingredients:   white   balsamic   vinegar,   lemon   juice,   garlic,   dijon   mustard,   sunflower   oil,   salt,   pepper)   
 
Bucatini   Pasta   -   Keep   frozen   until   immediately   before   cooking.   Use   within   1   month.   
(Ingredients:   durum   semolina   flour,   egg,   salt)   
 
Parmesan   Cheese   -   Store   in   the   refrigerator.   Use   within   5   days.   
 
Eggplant    -   Wrap   in   a   paper   towel   and   place   in   a   container   or   perforated   plastic   bag   in   the   
crisper   drawer   of   refrigerator.   Use   within   5   days.   
 
Basil    -   Trim   stems,   store   upright   in   a   small   glass   of   water   and   cover   leaves   with   a   small   plastic   
bag.   Store   in   a   cool   area   in   the   kitchen   and   use   within   5   days.   
 
Arugula   -   Store   in   crisper   drawer   of   the   refrigerator   in   an   airtight   container,   wrapped   in   a   dry   
paper   towel.   Use   within   5   days.   
 
*Contains   gluten,   dairy   and   egg   inclusive   ingredients.   
**Prepared   in   a   facility   that   may   contain   gluten,   dairy,   egg,   nuts,   peanuts,   soy,   fish   and   
shellfish.   

  
ALTERNATIVE   SLOW   COOKER   INSTRUCTIONS   
Place   a   large   skillet   over   medium-heat.   While   the   pan   is   heating,   pat   the   meat   dry   with   paper   towels.   
Cut   any   larger   pieces   in   half   so   that   all   pieces   are   roughly   the   same   size,   about   1”.   Season   with   salt   and   
pepper.   Sear   the   meat   in   oil   until   browned   on   all   sides,   then   remove   pan   from   heat.   (You   may   need   to   
sear   the   meat   in   batches   depending   on   the   size   of   your   pan.)   Add   the   tomato   sauce   and   stir   with   a   
wooden   spoon   to   scrape   and   loosen   the   flavorful   brown   crust   that   has   developed.   Add   the   meat   and   
sauce   to   the   slow   cooker   insert.   Cook   for   4-5   hours   on   high   or   6-7   hours   on   low.   Prepare   the   vegetables   
as   instructed   in   Step   2,   4   and   5.   About   15   minutes   before   serving,   add   the   chopped   eggplant   to   the   sauce   
and   cook   on   the   high   setting   until   tender.   Stir   in   the   chopped   or   torn   basil   into   the   sauce   at   the   end.   
Prepare   the   pasta   and   remaining   ingredients   as   instructed   in   Steps   4   and   5.   
  

  


